
The History of Loot

Loot is a collection of 8,000 unique bags of adventurer gear, originally released by Dom Hofmann.

At release, anyone could claim loot bags for just gas, and all bags were claimed in under 4

hours. Each loot bag contains 8 items: a piece for an adventurer's chest, foot, hand, head, neck,

ring, waist, and weapon. Loot is an unaudited project. Bags #1 to #7777 were claimable by

anyone and #7778 to #8000 are currently reserved for the contract deployer.

Loot is unique—the first project of its kind. With no company, art, team, or attributes, Loot

makes it impossible to gate-keep any creative decisions (h/t @john_c_palmer). Loot is the

unfiltered, uncensorable building block for stories, experiences, games, and more, in the hands

of the community, at no cost. Loot pursues complete decentralization from day one.

Adventure Gold Overview

Adventure Gold (AGLD) is the incentivization token for the Lootverse. Launched through a fair

airdrop, 10,000 AGLD is free to claim per OG Loot. Previously regarded by many as the governance

token for Loot, the community has come up with a brand-new token economics design that aims

to incentivise adoption of Loot instead of governing it.

The Loot Chain is a low-cost and lightning fast L2 blockchain dedicated to the Lootverse that

enables highly scalable applications. It comes with pre-installed Loot infrastructures such as a

web3 game engine, visualization dashboard, marketplace, faucet, and bridge, which allow builders

to create a variety of games, ranging from short-lived events to long-lasting Eternal Games.

The Loot Multiverse is made up of various game narrative that are created by Loot builders based

on the Loot Chain, unlocking infinite possibilities for Loot adventures.

The Loot Chain

The Loot Chain enables a cost-efficient execution environment for the Loot community. The Loot

Chain is built as an optimistic roll-up on Ethereum, taking advantage of Ethereum's security as

well as interoperability with other L2 solutions. Users can enter or exit the chain in a similar

way as Optimism or Arbitrum.

The Loot Chain is optimized for the Lootverse that enables developers to launch highly scalable

and disposable application-tailored chains. It enables developers to build customizable modular

execution layers that secured by the base layer with rollup and dispose of it if necessary. It supports

both transient events such as NFT distribution, which requires a disposable roll-up to achieve

economic balance, and long-lived applications such as eternal gaming, which requires a fully

persistent dedicated infrastructure.

Key Features:



1. Sovereignty: The Lootverse expands across multiple chains including Ethereum, Arbitrum,

Polygon and StarkNet. The Loot Chain the only one OWNED and CONTROLLED by the Loot &

AGLD community.

2. Low gas fee: More inclusivity to the Loot community than L1.

3. EVM Compatibility: Familiar environment for the Lootverse developers.

Adventure Gold Infrastructure and Tools

Adventure Gold provides a range of pre-installed infrastructure modules that developers can

customize and use to implement unique game logic mechanisms when deploying their smart layer.

These infrastructure modules are built entirely on-chain, open-sourced, and interoperable, which

ensures that the entire DApp aggregator forms an open game ecosystem that enables developers

to create and upload their own Lootverse DApps. This ecosystem broadens the boundaries of gaming

design and diversifies the infrastructure, creating more opportunities for innovative game

development.

Adventure Gold will provide a range of essential infrastructure to support Loot adventures in creating

their own customized game chains. These include:

1. Visualization Dashboard: This user interface allows Loot adventures to easily visualize their

Loot bags, game maps, and other important data analytics charts.

2. Marketplace: The marketplace provides a platform for players to exchange resources and

introduces new incentives for adventurers to explore.

3. Game Engine: The game engine is a crucial tool for game developers, providing a customizable

framework to design fully on-chain game logic.

4. Decentralized Identity (DID): The DID system records the reputation and skills of individual

adventurers across different layers.

5. Smart Bridge: A cross-chain synchronizer that enables players to interoperate between different

Loot Chains, expanding the possibilities for Loot adventures.

The infrastructure ecosystem provides developers and players with a powerful toolkit to combine,

construct, and experiment with different gameplay elements and mechanics, forming a dynamic

and thriving community. The pre-installed infrastructures offer unlimited possibilities for game

design and exploration and enable developers to unlock new game narratives for Lootverse. The

Adventure Gold ecosystem is a place where developers and players can come together to share

ideas, collaborate, and push the boundaries of what is possible in on-chain gaming.

The Loot Multiverse

The Loot Multiverse is a boundless, decentralized canvas for stories, games, experiences, and

more, available to the community for free and with no restrictions. Loot was created without

a specific purpose, and its potential applications are endless. With the Loot Chain and Infrastructure

Ecosystem, developers can create an infinite number of metaverses and games using Loot as a

building block. Players can seamlessly navigate between different metaverses using the smart bridge

infrastructure, opening new horizons for exploration and discovery.



AGLD Token

Adventure Gold (AGLD) is the Incentivization token for the Lootverse. Launched through a fair

airdrop, 10,000 AGLD is free to claim per OG Loot. Previously regarded by many as the governance

token for Loot, the community has come up with a brand new token economics design that aims

to incentivise adoption of Loot instead of governing it. Mild inflation instead of a fixed supply

is implemented and the rewards will be distributed to Lootverse NFTs that are non-custodially

staked. The core value of AGLD is supported by Lootverse’s community attention. By incentivising

user & assets engagements in the Lootverse, AGLD grows the Lootverse in a healthy and sustainable

way.

Application of AGLD Token

1. Community Governance: AGLD holders vote on governance item within the AGLD ecosystem.

Including protocol parameters (issuance & utility of AGLD, etc), external collaboration (projects

within & outside the Lootverse), and more!

2. In-game Currency: AGLD can be used in games which utilise Lootverse NFTs that receive

AGLD staking reward to foster quicker user adoption.

3. Attention Monetization: Being the community portal for “Free Money”, AGLD is the perfect

place to initiate campaigns and tasks that get projects & DAOs started within the Lootverse.

The Lootverse community is the most creative, constructive, and collaborative out there. AGLD

provides a way to effectively monetize and feed value back to the community.

4. Gas Fee: AGLD can be used for the gas fee of smart layer and incentive token for the node

validators

5. Staking: Loot holders can stake NFTs to earn AGLD token rewards.

Roadmap

2023 Q1:

Launch AGLD staking plan and the new whitepaper

2023 Q2:

Launch the Loot Chain testnet

2023 Q3:

Launch on-chain game infrastructure aggregator and developer kit

2023 Q4:

Launch the Loot Chain mainnet and continue to expand the Loot ecosystem


